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	Quote 60: Efforts and courage aren't enough without purpose and direction -John F. Kennedy 
	Student Name 62: Sally Ross
	School Name 62: Southern University A&M
	Year and Major 62: Senior, Urban Forestry
	Email Contact 62: E-mail:Sross1192@gmail.com
	LinkedIn Profile Name 62: Sally Ross
	Post Graduation Plans 62: Once I graduate this fall, I plan to pursue a Masters of Public Administration with a concentration in Public Policy and Natural Resource Management. I'm choosing to pursue a career in this field because I believe that policy makers and those that influence policy are the ones that make compelling changes in society. I am very compassionate about environmental justice and community development in underserved communities. Ultimately, I want to hold some form of political office and be an advocate for those that can't advocate for themselves.  
	Brief Bio 62: I am a native of Baton Rouge, Louisiana where I attend Southern University and A&M College. I will be completing a Bachelors' of Science in Urban Forestry and Natural Resources this fall.  Education has been an important asset in my life; it has cultivated me into a mature individual who is capable of planning for the future and making critical decisions. As a student at Southern University, I have had the opportunity to serve in many leadership roles, such as The National Society of MANRRS (Minorities in Agriculture Natural Resources and Related Sciences) Southern University Chapter President and the Urban Forestry Club President. I believe that it is important for students to be actively engaged in their education and it is through these roles that I have made a profound impact on my peer group by inspiring them to lead, serve and strive for academic success. I'm also very active in my community having participated in numerous volunteer projects to foster cleaner and safe communities. I am also an advocate for environmental stewardship as I believe that everyone deserves to live in a clean and sustainable environment.  


